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1. INTRODUCTION 
The object of this paper is to derive, unify, and extend some results con- 
cerning convexity of the ranges of vector measures. Kingman and Robertson [8] 
and Knowles [l l] have given infinite dimensional versions of Lyapunov’s 
result [7] that a non-atomic measure taking values in a finite dimensional space 
has convex and compact range. Given here is a generalization of Knowles’ 
result. The generalization, although unabashedly derived from ideas of Knowles 
and Kluvanek, has the virtue of subsuming and exposing to a different pers- 
pective some of the work of Kluvanek [9] on closures of vector measures. The 
book [lo] of Kluvanek and Knowles remains an excellent source for results 
related to Lyapunov’s fundamental work. 
Also expanded upon here is Tweddle’s [12] result that the weak closures of 
the ranges of cerain totally non-atomic vector measures are convex and weakly 
compact. Canonically associated to every vector measure with values in a 
complete locally convex space is an equivalent measure which is purely non- 
atomic i f f  the weak closure of its range is convex. Moreover, the orthogonal 
notion of pure atomicity of a vector measure is proved equivalent to pre- 
compactness of the uderlying algebra of sets endowed with the uniformity 
induced by the measure. 
The descriptive agent for the results in this paper is the Boolean algebra of 
projections in the universal measure space introduced in [3] and studied in [4], 
[5], [6], and [l]. An excellent and brief account of work treating the range of a 
vector measure is given in Section 4 of Chapter 9 of Dieatel and Uhl [2]. 
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2. BACKGROUND MATERIAL 
Throughout, WE lcs, T E 9( W, V), and w* E W* are written to mean 
respectively that W is a locally convex Hausdoti topological vector space over 
the scalar field of complex numbers, that T is a continuous linear map from 
WE lcs to V E Its, and that w* is a continuous linear functional on WE lcs. 
Fixed throughout is an algebra d of subsets of a non-empty set X. An additive 
map CD: JZZ + W, WE Its, is strongly bounded and @ E sb(d, W) if @(an) ---f 0 
for each sequence (a,) of pairwise disjoint sets from d while @ is strongly 
cotlntabZy additive (sea) and @ E sca(&‘, W) if it is strongly bounded and countably 
additive (ca). When W is the scalar field, sb(yc9) replaces sb(YCP, W) as notation 
and sb(&)+ is the space of all non-negative sb maps. Analogous notation is used 
for scalar valued sea maps. For p E sb(&), ) p 1 E sb(&)+ is the variation of p 
and 11 p I/ = 1 p j (X) is the variation norm of y. 
S(d) denotes the algebra of scalar-valued d-simple functions generated by 
the characteristic or indicator functions xa, a E &, and x: d -+ S’(d) is the 
associated additive map. Every additive map @: Z&‘-P W induces a linear map 
6,: S(d) + W (integration) by setting 8(x,) = @(a) for a E .& and extending 
linearly to S(d). Th e universal measure topology on S(d) introduced in [3] 
and studied jn [4], [5], [6], and [I] is the coarsest opology 7 making d, continuous 
for all W E lcs and @ E sca(&, W). (5’(a), 7) is lo-ally ‘onvex and HausdorfI’ and 
x:a-+(ma 1 . 7 IS sea [4; 1.31. Let A?) be the -ompletion of (S(d), 7) 
and denote its topology also by 7. For complete WE lcs and Q, E sca(d, W), let 
& Ss)- Wbeth e continuous extension of 6. The measure theoretic worth of 
n 
S(d) is encoded in a representation theorem. 
n 
2.1. THEOREM. [4; 1.51. x : ~$3 S(d) is a univwsul scu map: for all com- 
plete WE lcs and @ 6 sca(&, W), 6 is the unique continuous linear map such that 
@ = 6 o x, and @ -+ 6 is an isomorphism of sca(&‘, W) onto Y(SG). W). 
The results in this paper are derived from consideration of the universal 
n 
measure space S(d). In order that the paper be self-contained and approach- 
able, sone necessary results concerning the structure of $) are included 
here. The familiar topology of the sup norm on S’(a) is finer than T, but the two 
topologies have the same bounded sets [4; 2.1 and 2.41. It follows [4; 3.3 and 
10.31 essentially from this that the strong topology on G)* relative to its 
pairing with either S(d) or S$$ is that of the norm which is dual to the sup 
norm on S(d). Now S?)* = sca(&) by (2.1), and the dual narm on SG)* 
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becomes the usual variation norm on sea(d) [4; 3.31. Consequently, the bidual 
sii)** . 1s a familiar Banach space: G)** N sca(&)* where the latter dual 
is taken with respect to the variation norm. Much more is true. 
2.2. THEOREM [4; 10.51. $) ’ 2s semi-reflexive, whence G) = $)** N 
sea(d)* (as linear spaces). 
Therefore, G) carries a norm in addition to the universal measure topology 
7. It is the point of view of [l] and of [5] that the universal measure topology 
provides a point of departure for a new study of the often studied Banach space 
A 
sca(&)* via its identification with S(d). The fruits of this viewpoint are 
central to this paper. In [l], an involution F -+F* is given and the natural 
product on S(d) is extended by Arens multiplication to a product on S$)** 
and hence on S$) by (2.2), thereby making $) a C*-algebra. The reader 
A 
is warned that all references to the weak topology on S(d) are with respect to 
the T-dual S$$* of SG). 
2.3. THEOREM. (1) [l; 2.241. 3) with the norm induced by (2.2) is a 
commutative C*-algebra (even a von Neumann ulgebra) with identity I = x(X). 
(2) [4; 2.1, 10.3, and 11.71. The norm topology on $$?) is finer than 
7 but the two topologies have the same bounded sets. 
(3) [l; 2.9, 2.121. Multiplication in @) is separately T-continuous, is 
separately weakly continuous, and is jointly r-continuous on bounded sets. 
(4) [l; 3.1 und 3.31. FE SG) is non-negative (F = G*G for some G) 
@p(F) > Ofor aZZ p E sca(&)+. 
(5) [l; 2.221. For each FE SG) there is a net (fa) in S(d) such that 
llforll ~l/FIlfoyalZ~andf,~F(~). 
(6) [l ; 3.121. I’ (FJ is a bounded increasing net of nonnegative elements 
from SG), then (FJ has a least upper bound F and F, --+ F (T). 
(7) [l; 3.161. The Boolean algebra 9 of all projections (= idempotents) in 
S(d) is complete. Moreover, if P = VP, for un increasing net (PJ in 9, then 
P,‘P (T). 
(8) [l; 5.271. B is the r-closure of x(d) in SG). 
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(9) [I; 9.91. S$& is th e norm closure of the linear span of B 
(10) [l; 9.71. B is th e set of extreme points of [0, I] = (FE @): 0 < 
F < I} which is the non-negative part of the unit ball in SG). 
(11) [l ; 9.31. There is a unique compact Hausdorff hyperstonean space Y 
n 
such that S(d) is isometrically *-isomorphic to C(Y). B is then completely iso- 
morphic to the complete Boolean algebra of clopen subsets of Y. 
(12) [l; 10.18]. F or each complete WE Its, sca(d, W) N N( Y, W), the 
space of all regular countably additive Bore1 measures on Y to W which are normal 
(= completely additive on the complete Boolean algebra of clopen subsets of Y). If 
F E SG), P E 9, and @ E sca(s9, W) are identified with respectively a continuous 
function, a clopen subset of Y, and a normal regular Bore1 mrasure on Y, then 
&(PF) = sp F d@. 
(13) [I; 1.12, 1.261. There is a base T(O) for the T-neighborhoods of 0 
consisting of closed absolutrly convex subsets of SG) satisfying Q E ?L whenever 
Q < Pin 9 and P E % E T(O). The same is truefor the weak topology on SG). 
Of course, (2.3.11) f o 11 ows from (2.3.1) and the Gelfand-Naimark theorem. 
In [5], (2.3.1 I) ’ d is erived through Stone space considerations using a fundamental 
differentiation formula while in [I], (2.3.11) plays a lesser part in development 
of the fundamental role of 7 seen here in (2.3.6)-(2.3.9). Several descriptions of 8, 
some classical such as the one in (2.3.11) and others new, are given in [I] and [5]. 
Of particular usefulness here is the description in [l] of B as classes of equivalent 
vector measures and the results on mutual continuity and decomposition of 
measures surrounding that description. 
Let @: & --f W and 4: & -+ V be additive maps. Q, is #-continuous provided 
that for each neighborhood JV of 0 in W there is a neighborhood ,A? of 0 in V 
such that @(a) EM whenever #((a)) CA%? where (a) = (b E ~2: 6 2 a}. @ is 
topologically orthogonal to $, @ It #, provided for Jfr and A, neighborhoods of 0 
in Wand V respectively, there is a E &such that @((a)) C JV and #((X\a)) CA’. 
@ and 1,4 are equivalent if @ is #-continuous and $ is @-continuous. 
Each @E sca(x2, W), for complete WE Its, may be considered a normal 
measure (= completely additive) on the complete Boolean algebra B by setting 
@(P) = 6(P) for P E B. That CD is additive follows from linearity of ~8 while 
that @(PJ -+ D(P) whenever (PJ is an increasing net in B with P = VP, 
is due to (2.3.7) and the continuity of 6. By (2.3.3) and (2.1), every P E B may be 
considered to be a measure on & and on B as well as a r-continuous linear 
operator on$). That is, if P E 8, then P E sca(&‘, SG)) is given by P(a) = 
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Pxa for a E d. This abuse of notation is freely employed in the sequel where for 
example @ 0 P means multiplication by P followed by 6 and (P) refers to PS = 
P(9) ={QE~:Q <P}. 
For complete WE lcs and @E sca(&, W), let PG = A{P E 8: @ = 6 0 P}. 
Since Q, = # 0 I, this inf exists and is even a T-limit by (2.3.7). 
2.4 THEOREM. (1) [l; 4.21 @=&P,. 
(2) [l; 4.91 P, = v(P,w*,@,: w* E w*>. 
(3) [l ; 6.241 @ and P, are equivalent. 
(4) [l; 4.121 IjQ E 8, then P, = Q. 
(5) [l; 4.251 If Q E B, then Q = v{PU: p E sca(&)+, P, < Q}. 
2.5 THEOREM. [I; 6.20, 6.25, 6.261. For complete V, WE lcs and 0 E 
sca(&‘, W), # E sca(&‘, V), the following are equivalent. 
( 1) @ is +continuous (on &). 
(2) @ is *-continuous on 9’. 
(3) @=&P*. 
(4) PO <p*. 
2.6 THEOREM. Let P Q 8, and for complete WE lcs and @ E sca(&, W) let 
Ga = 4 o P and as = & o (I - P). 
(1) [l; 6.141. @ = @a + OS, both @a and QS are sea maps, Qo, is P-con- 
tinuous, QS It P, and this decomposition is uniqne with respect to these properties. 
Moreover, Ga It GS , and both @, and Q’S are @-continuous. 
(2) [I; 6.251. If P = P& f or some complete V E lcs and I/ E sca(d, V), 
then to the conclusions of (1) can be added that aa is $-continuous and di, It 4 
giving the (+continuozrs) Lesbegue decomposition of @. 
2.7 THEOREM. [l; 8.16, 8.231. If [CD] is th e e q uivulence class of all sea maps 
equivalent to CD, then [CD] -+ PO is a bijection of the set V of all of these equivalence 
classes onto 9. Because of (2.4.5), V with the Boolean algebra structure induced by B 
is the Boolean algebra completion of the familiar lattice of equivalence classes of 
equivalent scalar sea maps. 
One more representation of s$Gj . IS needed. Let .Z be the a-algebra gene- 
rated by zJ. For each p E sca(&)+, P$‘(A?) -L,(Z, X, p) with the T-topology 
on P,,SG) corresponding to the Mackey topology on L&Z, X, p) of the 
L,(Z, X, CL) - L,(.Z, X, p) pairing [4; 11.151. By (2.5), P,, < P, ifi p is u-con- 
409/73/I-15 
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tinuous for CL, v E sca(&)+. So if sca(&)+ is directed by continuity P,: PVG) -+ 
Pus(&) is an inverse system of complete locally convex spaces. 
2.8. THEOREM. [4; 8.31. &ii?) . p j t’ as a YO ec zve limit of L,-spaces with their 
L, -L, Mackey topologies. Precisely, s?) = lim Pu(PV.Y$$) and so for a net 
(FJ and an element F in SG), F, -+ F (T) z. P,F, ---f P,F(T) for all p E sca(&)+. 
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Knowles’ version of Lyapunov’s theorem requires the vector measure under 
study to be closed. Both closedness and part of the characterization of pure 
atomicity given in Section 5 require some study of the uniformity induced on & 
by an additive map. In this section, these notions are defined and related to the 
universal measure topology and the projections 9’. 
To each additive map @: & -+ W, WE Its, corresponds a uniform topology 
on Se which has as base for the neighborhoods of a E &, the sets {b E ~4: 
@((aAb)) CM} where A’” is a neighborhood of 0 in W. This topology is here 
referred to as the @-topology of &, and for a net (a,) and an element a from d, 
a, + a (@) means that (a,) @-converges to a (@((a,Aa)) ---f 0). Of course, JJ is an 
abelian topological group relative to the @-topology and the operation of 
symmetric difference. @ is closed if ~4 is complete in the @-topology. When W is 
complete and @ E sca(&, W), then since @ may be considered to be a measure on 
B (as explained in Section 2), B also carries a @-topology: P, -+ P (@) iff 
@((P,AP)) ---f 0 w h ere it is now understood that (Q) = {P E 9: P <Q} for 
Q E 8. The first result is that on 9 the topologies 7 and w, the weak topology of 
the SG) - @)xsca(&) p airing, are @-topologies for @ = 1: B -+ G) 
and @ = I: g ---f (A’(&), w) respectively. 
3. I. THEOREM. Consider a net (PJ and an element P from 9. 
(1) P, -+ P(T) iff (P,AP) -+ 0 (T). 
(2) P, ---f P(w) ;fJ (P,AP) --f 0 (w). 
Proof. P,AP = P - PP, + P, - PP, while P - P, = (P - PP,) - 
(Pa - PPJ. For either 7 or w, if (P,AP) - 0, then P, -+ P since P - PP, , 
P, - PP, E (Po,dP). Conversely, for either 7 or w, if P, + P, then by (2.3.3), 
PP,+P2=P and (I-P)P,+(I--P)P=O. So P-PPp,-+O and 
P, - PP, + 0; whence, (P,dP) -+ 0 by (2.3.13). 
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3.2. THEOREM. For complete WE lcs, @ E sca(&, W), and net (P,) and element 
P from 9, P, + P (0) i f f  POP, + Pi. 
Proof. By (3.1), P&‘, -+ P&T) iff (P@P&IPJ’) -+O (7). But (PJ’JPZ) = 
P,((PJP)) and the theorem now follows from the equivalence of @ and PQ as 
measures on B (see (2.4.3) and (2.5)). 
In spite of the fact (2.3.8) that B is r-closed in se) yet, as will be seen in 
Section 5, not weakly closed, the two topologies do agree on 8. 
3.3. THEOREM. The universal measure topology 7 and the weak topology w of 
/\ 
the S(&) - sca(&) pairing agree on 8. 
Proof. Since T is finer than w, it suffices by (3.1) to show that P, -+ P(T) 
whenever (P,d P) --+ 0 (w) for some net (P,J and element P from 9. But if 
(PJP) + 0 (w), then p((P,dP)) -+ 0 f or all p E sca(&‘)+. But by (3.2), the latter 
condition is equivalent to P,,P, -+ PUP (T) for all p E sea(d)+. The theorem now 
follows from (2.8). 
For any subset y of 8, let B&f(T) be the norm closure in s&$ of the 
linear span of y. So SG) = BM(.P) by (2.3.9), and, for example, were & a 
u-algebra, &%2(x(&)) would be (isomorphic to) the space of all bounded LZZ’- 
measurable scalar-valued functions on X. 
3.4. LEMMA. P(BM(#)) = SM(P(Se,)) for every P E 9 and any Boolean 
subalgebra .9e’ of 9. 
Proof. P (= multiplication by P) is a bounded linear operator on $) 
and it is clear that P(BM(&“)) C BM(P(LS)). That equality holds is just the 
ontoness of P as a map of BM(&‘) to BM(P(LxZ’)). This can be proved either by 
direct combinatorial argument or by applying Tietze’s extension theorem to the 
restriction map R: C(Y’) -+ C(Y”) where Y’ is the Stone space of &’ and Y” 
its closed subspace corresponding to the quotient P(&‘) of d’ (for then BM(&‘), 
BM(P(&“)), and P: BM(&‘) -+ BM(P(&‘)) can be identified with C(Y’), 
C( Y”) and R respectively). 
3.5. THEOREM. For complete WE lcs and @ E sca(&, W), the followiT are 
equivalent . 
(1) @ is closed 
(2) Pa(&) = P&9’) (equivalentZy, PO is*d). 
(3) pcJww~)) = BM(Pd-4) = Pdqa = ~WP@W). 
Proof. (1) 3 (2). Assume @ is closed. For P E 9, there is a net (x~,) in 
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S(d) such that Poxa c( + P,P (T) (see (2.3.8)). By (3.1), P@(&,AP)) = 
(poxa,~pd7 - 0 (4. so by (3.2), x0, + P(Q) making (a,) a @-Cauchy net in J$. 
Since @ is closed a, + a (@) for some a E &. By (3.2), PQxu-, -+ P0xa (T), and 
so PJ’ = Pcpxa. Hence, P,(d) = P*(9) which, by (2.3.8) is equivalent to 
Pa being closed. 
(2) =- (3). If P@(d) = P,(9), then BM(P,(&‘)) = BM(P,(9)) and (3) 
follows from (3.4) and (2.3.9). 
(3) 3 (1). Assume that BM(P,(&)) = BM(P,(B)). Suppose that (a,) is a 
@-Cauchy net in &. By (3.2) and (2.3.8), Poxa, -+ PJ’ (T) for some P E 9. By 
assumption, the projections in BM(P,(&)) must be the same as those in 
BM(P,(B)). A stone space argument reveals these projections to be P@(d). 
Hence, POP = P,xa for some a E JX!, and so urr + a (@) by (3.2) and @ is closed. 
It is a consequence of (2.4.3) and (2.5) that @ and P0 have the same O-sets 
both in ti and in 9. That is, for a E J&‘, @((a)) = 0 iff PcPxa = 0, and for P E 8, 
@((P)) = 0 iff POP = 0. If & is a u-algebra and L,(0) is the classical space of 
@-equivalence classes of bounded measurable functions (complex-valued) on X, 
then L,(G) is isometrically x-isomorphic to P&k’(&). So if, in addition, Q, is 
closed, it follows from (3.5) that L,(D) N P,S$$. 
Whether Cp is closed or not, P&Y) is a T-closed, hence complete, subset of 
s$) by (2.3.8). If tie denotes the quotient of &, with the @-topology, by the 
closed ideal of all a E &’ such that @((a)) = 0, then it follows from (3.2) and the 
equivalence of @ and P, on JG! that P&Y), with the topology T, is the completion 
of the abelian Hausdorff topological group &@ (under the d operation). This 
proves 
3.6. THEOREM. For complete W and @ E sca(&, W), the abelian topological 
group P,(B) (currying the topology T) is the completion of the Hausdorff abelian 
group JZ$ . @ is closed zjf P,(S) = P,(d), and in this case, zf& is a u-algebra, then 
Pe,S&& is the classical function algebra of all @-equivalence classes of scalar-valued 
bounded .&-measurable functions. 
It is convenient to here explore other aspects of closed measures. a E ZJ is a 
@-atom for d, E sca(&, W) and WE lcs if @(u n b) = @(a) or 0 for all b E JS?. 
If 0 has no atoms, it is non-atomic. If 4 is non-atomic whenever 4 E sca(&, V), 
V E lcs, is @-continuous, then @ is purely non-atomic. 
3.7. LEMMA. Let WE Its be complete and @ E sca(&‘, W) be closed. Then @ 
is non-atomic (on x2) i# CD is non-atomic on 9. 
Proof. Let a E ~2 and PE @. Since Q, is closed, there is b E & such that 
P@P = P,(b) by (3.5). But @ = 4 o PO by (2.4.1) and so @(PxJ = cD(P~PxJ = 
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@(POxbxa) = @(a n b). It follows, on the one hand, that if a E .JZZ is an atom 
for @ on &, then X~ is an atom for @ on B and, on the other, that if P E 9 is an 
atom for @ on 8, then b E d is an atom for @ on d where PPxb = POP. 
3.8. THEOREM. If WE lcs is complete and Qi E sca(&‘, W) is closed and non- 
atomic, then @ is purely non-atomic (on both d and 9). 
Proof. Let I’ E Its be complete and I+G E sca(&, I’) be @-continuous. Now 
P E B is an atom for P* on 9 iff P is an atom for 4 on B (by (2.4.3)). But P& < P* 
by (2.5), making I/ closed by (3.5) since @ is closed, and so it suffices by (3.7) 
to show that if P& has an atom in B then so does P, and hence @. This is easy; 
for if P E B is an atom for P* , then P&P is a minimal projection, and so P&P 
is an atom for P, since PO(PtiP) = PtiP. 
Next, an example unlike those in [lo] is given to demonstrate some of the 
nuances of closed measures. 
Let x E X, and let 6, be the O-l valued point mass measure at x. 6, is a sea map, 
and 6, is O-l valued on B by (2.3.8). Let P, = P, for TV = 8, . Since P, and 8, 
are equivalent by (2.4.3), P, is also two-valued on 8, hence is a minimal pro- 
jection. Clearly then, for Q E B, P,Q = P, iff S,(Q) = 1. Now if {x} E J&‘, then 
(multiplication by) ~(~1 is a two-valued sea map on OQZ, and hence on 9, and so 
~(~1 is also a minimal projection. Thus ~(~1 = P, since S,(X~~J) = 1. Let Px be 
the least upper bound in .Y of the family {Pz: x E X}. Since minimal projections 
are orthogonal if unequal, Px is the T-sum of this family by (2.3.7). In fact this 
is a subfamily summable family relative to T. For any Q E 8, PxQ = C {Pz: 
P, <Q} by (2.3.3). So if B C X and PB = v{P,: x E B}, then PB = PxPs = 
P x~a for some a EZZ iff B = a. By (3.5), this proves 
3.9. EXAMPLE. , Px is closed iff d = 2X. 
The cardinal number of X is real-valued measurable if there is p E ca(2x)+ 
such that ~({x}) = 0 for all x E X yet p(X) = I. 
3.10. EXAMPLE. Let & = 2x. Then Px # I iff the cardinal of X is real- 
valued measurable. 
Proof. By (2.4.5), Px # I iff there is p E ca(d)+, TV # 0,. such that P,,P, = 0. 
But Px = C {x{=): x E X}, and so PUP, = 0 iff ~({x}) = 0 for all x E X. 
3.11. EXAMPLE. Let X = [0, l] and & = 2x. Then Px is closed and is not 
p-continuous for any p E ca(&)+. 
Proof. Px is closed by (3.9). Px is not p-continuous for p E ca(d)+ since the 
family of all {xl, x E X, is an uncountably infinite family of pairwise disjoint sets 
of non-zero P,-measure. 
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3.12. EXAMPLE. Assume that the cardinal of X is real-valued measurable, 
and let d = 2r. Then I and PX are mutually absolutely continuous (have the 
same O-sets in &‘) but are not equivalent since I is not P,-continuous. 
Proof. PX #I by (3.10) yet PXx, = P, for a E J&‘. So the empty set is the 
only O-set for PX (and 1). Since I # PX , I is not P,-continuous by (2.5). 
4. ON CONVEXITY OF di(9) 
In view of (2.3.8), the closure of CD(&) must contain Q(9) for complete 
WE Its and bi E sca(&‘, W), and it is not unreasonable to replace CD(&) by Q(9) 
when studying properties of the range of 0. In this section an analogue of 
Knowles’ generalization of Lyapunov’s theorem is given for Q(Y). Knowles’ 
theorem follows as a corollary. 
In what follows, ex A denotes the extreme points of A and Co A denotes the 
closure of the convex cover co A of a subset A in a locally convex space, and 
[0, I] = {F E @): 0 < F < I}, the non-negative part of the closed unit ball in 
S&i& 
4.1. THEOREM. 55xX(d) = Co8 = [O,I]. 
Proof. First notice that co x(d) = [0, I] n S(d); for if f  E [0, I] n S(a), 
sayf=Carixa,fordisjointu,,...,u,from~andO<(Y,<012<...<~~~l, 
then f  = C fldxbi where for i = I,..., 71, &=~{q:i<j<n} andpi=ai-- 
aimi > 0 (with 01s = 0) so that C pi < 1 and f E CO x(d). If F E [0, I], then by 
(2.3.4), F = GG* for some GE SG). So 11 G j] < 1 and by (2.3.5) there is a 
net (g,J in S(d) with /I g, Ij < 1 for all a andg,-+ G (7). Then by (2.3.3), 1 g, (a = 
g& + F (T). But l-g, I2 E [0, I] n S(d) f or each (Y, and so [0, I] C cOx(,$2). It is 
easy to see that [0, I] is convex and closed, and the theorem now follows since 
x(De) _c @ c [O, I]. 
4.2. COROLLARY. For complete WE lcs and Q, E sca(&, W), Co CD(&) = 
Co @(9J) = @CO, I]) and th is convex set is weakly compact. 
Proof. [0, I] is weakly compact in @) by (2.2) and (2.3.2). The corollary 
now follows from (4.1) and the continuity and linearity of 6 (see (2.1)). 
4.3. LEMMA. For complete WE lcs and @ E sca(&‘, W), ex &([O, I)] _C Q(9). 
Proof. Since B = ex [0, I] (see (2.3. lo)), this follows from the linearity of 6. 
4.4. LEMMA. For complete WE lcs and CD E sca(&, W), the following are 
equivalent. 
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(1) If Q E 5 and CD(Q) # 0, then there is self-adjoint F E P,$?) such 
that FQ # 0 and &(FQ) = 0. 
(2) If G E SG) is self-adjoint and P@G # 0, then there is self-adjoint 
FE P,S$) such that FG # 0 and &(FG) = 0. 
(3) @(Qg) = &(Q[O, IJ for all Q E 8. 
(4) @(QY) is convex and weakly compact for all Q E 8. 
Proof. The representation of G) as function space (see (2.3.11) and 
(2.3.12)) is useful here. Thus, each F E S!$) ’ is considered to be a continuous 
function on a hyperstonean space Y and each P E B is identified with a clopen 
subset of Y and with the characteristic function of that clopen set. 
(1) + (2). Let G E ,!!) be self-adjoint with P,G # 0. Let U = {y E Y: 
P,G(y) # 0}, a non-empty open set. There is a non-empty clopen subset P of Y 
such that PC U. Then PC PO so P@P # 0. So @(Q) # 0 for some clopen 
Q C P since CD and PO are equivalent measures (see (2.4.3) and (2.5)). By (l), 
there is self-adjoint FI E P,Sg) such that FIQ # 0 and &(F,Q) = 0. Let 
F(y) = F,(y)/G(y) for y E Q while F(y) = 0 for y $ Q. Then F E P,(S$$), 
FG f 0, F is self-adjoint, and &(FG) = @F,Q) = 0. 
(2) a (3). Let Q ~9’. S’ mce, by (2.4), @ = ds 0 P, it may be assumed that 
Q C P@ (as clopen sets). Let F,, E Q[O, I]. By (4.2), QIO, 11 is a convex and weakly 
compact subset of 82). Hence, the same is true of 8 = {FE QIO, I]: 6(F) = 
C&F,)}, and so 8 must have an extreme point FI . If FI is an extreme point of 
Q[O, I], then FI = QP for some P E B by (4.3), and the proof is complete. If not, 
thenF,=orH+(l--)KforH,KEQ[O,I],H#K,andO<ol<$.Let 
G=ol(K- H). Th en G # 0, G = P@G, G is self-adjoint, and FI f GE 
Q[O, I]. By (24, th ere is self-adjoint F E P@SG) such that FG # 0 and @FG) 
= 0. It may be assumed that jj F I/ < 1. But then FI f FG E QIO, I] and 
&(FI f FG) = @PI). H ence, FI i FG E 6 which contradicts that FI is an 
extreme point of 8. 
(3) 0 (4). Th is e q uivalence is easily derived by applying (4.2) to 6 o Q. 
(3) * (1). Assume that @(Q) # 0 for Q E 8. By (3) d is not 1 - 1 on 
P,Q[O, I] and there are G, , Ga E [0, I] such that if G = Gi - G, , then POQG 
# 0 and $(P,QG) = 0. If F = P,G, then FE P,SG) ’ 1s self-adjoint, FQ # 0, 
and #(FQ) = 0. 
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4.5. LEMMA. P&S’@?) is finite dimensional if, for complete WE lcs, @ E 
sca(d, W) is non-atomic. 
Proof. If @ is non-atomic, then there is a sequence (ai) of pairwise disjoint 
members of d such that @(ai) # 0 f or any i. * (P@x=J is a sequence 
of pairwise orthogonal non-zero projections in P,S(JQ). Since orthogonal pro- 
jections are linearly independent, the lemma follows. 
4.6. COROLLARY. If W is $nite dimensional and @ E sca(&‘, W) is purely 
non-atomic, then Q(9) is convex and compact. Moreover, if s$ is a o-algebra, then 
@(XI) is convex and compact provided CD is non-atomic. 
Proof. The first statement is an immediate consequence of (4.4) and (4.5) 
since for Q E 8, & 0 Q = 6 0 (QP,,,) is @-continuous by (2.4.3). If d is a 
u-algebra, then Q, is closed [lo; IV.7.11. So if 0 is non-atomic, then it is purely 
non-atomic by (3.8). Moreover, @(&) = @(P,(d)) = @(P@(9)) = G(9) by 
(3.5), completing the proof. 
Also a corollary to (4.4) is Knowles’ result [l 1; Th. 1] here stated for complex 
scalars. 
4.7. COROLLARY. If WE lcs is complete, LZ? is a u-algebra, and Q, E ca(&, W} 
is closed, then the following are equivalent. 
(1) I f  a E J&’ and @(a) # 0, then there is real-vahed F E BM(&) such that 
Fxa + O[Cj and Ja F d@ = 0. 
(2) If for real-valued GE BM(@, G f  O[@], then there is real-valued 
FE BM(d) such that FG + O[@] and JFG d@ = 0. 
(3) @((a)) is convex and weakly compact for all a E s/. 
Proof. Assume Cp is closed. Then P&J&‘) = P&Y), and P,BM(sQ) = 
P,~‘(Jz!) by (3.5). For FE BM(d), F $ O[@] iff Pa # 0. So the corollary is a 
direct translation of (4.4). 
To expose further both the decomposition-theoretic role of 9’ and the part 
played by 9’ and Sq) * m problems of extension and completion of measures, 
a Lyapunov decomposition theorem due to Kluvanek and Knowless [IO; V. 3.11 
is developed below without their assumption of closedness. 
4.8. LEMMA. If WE lcs is complete, CJ E sca(&, W), Q E B, and 4 = 6 o Q, 
then P$ = P,Q. 
Proof. That P* < POQ follows from the definition of Pd since $ o (P,Q) = 
& o (QPOQ) = @ o Q = I/J. Conversely, P, is @-continuous by (2.4.3), and so 
PoQ is 6 o Q-continuous by (2.3.13) and (2.5). Hence, PoQ < PiL by (2.5). 
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Let Q < P, for compIete WE Its and @ E sca(.@‘, W). Q is Gnjective if 
4 oQ: QIO, l] + W is l-l. Q is @-anti-convex if for every non-zero R E B 
with R < Q, there is non-zero R’ E B such that R’ < R and R’ is @-injective. 
4.9. THEOREM. Let Q,, be the least upper bound of all @-injective projections. 
Then Q0 is the maximal @-anti-convex projection. If Ga = 4 0 (I - Q,J and 
@, = 4 0 Q0 , then Gia and Qs are sea, @ = Qi, + Ds , @,(QP) = d,(Q[O, 4) is 
convex and weakly compact for all Q E 9, for every Q E@ such that QS(Q) # 0 
there is Q’ < Q in B such that P,Q’ # 0 and 4,: P,Q’[O, l] -+ W is l-1, @a It 
@ 89 and both of @a and CDS are @-continuous. Moreover, the decomposition is unique 
with respect to these properties. 
Proof. It is clear that Q0 is @-anti-convex since any subprojection of a 
@-injective projection is @-injective. If Q0 is not maximal, then since any 
subprojection of a @-anti-convex projection is @-anti-convex, there is non-zero 
Q which is @-anti-convex with QQs = 0. But then there is some non-zero 
subprojection of Q which is Wnjective. By the definition of Q0 , this is impos- 
sible. By (4.8) and the maximality of Q,, , condition (4.4.1) is satisfied by @a = 
6 0 (I - Qo) = 4 0 (PO - Q,,), and so @,(QP) = &,(Q[O, rJ) for Q E 9’. If 
@J,Q) # 0 for Q E 8, then QQo # 0 and the asserted condition follows from 
(4.8) and the @-anti-convexity of Q0 , The remaining properties of the decompo- 
sition follow from (2.6). If @ = @’ + @” is any decomposition with @‘, @” 
having the properties established for Sp, , Qs respectively, then it can be routinely 
but tediously proved that P,” is @-anti-convex. So P,” < Q,, , and uniqueness 
follows from (2.6). 
5. PURE NON-ATOMICITY, CONVEXITY, AND @-COMPACTNESS 
In this section, the weak closure of @(&) is determined. 
If A C WE lcs, then w - cl(A) denotes the weak closure of A. Recall from 
Section 3 that a sea map @: ~2 --+ WE lcs is purely non-atomic if $ is non- 
atomic whenever sea #: &--+ VE Its is @-continuous. Call 0 totally non- 
atomic if 1 w* o @ 1 is purely non-atomic for all w* E W*. (If & is a u-algebra and 
w* E W*, then, by (3.8), 1 w* 0 @ / is purely non-atomic iff it is non-atomic.) 
At the other extreme, Q, is purely atomic if it is a sum (possibly infinite) of two- 
valued sea maps (with convergence uniform over a E .zZ). Tweddle [12] has 
shown that w - cl(@(csl)) is convex if @ is countably additive and totally non- 
atomic on a u-algebra &‘. Equivalence of total non-atomicity and pure non- 
atomicity is proved in this section, and Tweddle’s result is derived as a conse- 
quence of the equivalence of pure non-atomicity of @, pure non-atomicity of 
P @> and convexity of w - cl(P,(sP)). The Lyapunov-like (4.6) plays a key role 
in establishing the convexity of the weak closure of the range of the purely 
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non-atomic part of a decomposition of a measure into purely atomic and purely 
non-atomic parts. Along the way, the equivalence of the pure atomicity of @ 
and the @-compactness of 9’ is established. 
If K E 8, then K(B) is easily seen to be T-closed. Call K compact if K(B) is 
T-compact. Let X be the set of all compact projections. X # + since 0 E Z. If 
Q < K in B and K is compact, then Q is compact since Q(9) = Q(K9) and 
multiplication by Q is T-continuous. If both of Q and K from B are compact, it 
now follows that KQ is compact. Hence, by an argument which extracts a 
subnet of a subnet of a net, it is easy to see that K v  Q = K + Q - KQ is also 
compact. So X is an ideal in B and may be considered a net in B (directed 
upward by the order on 9). 
5. I. THEOREM. Let K, be the least upper bound of X in B (= the r-limit of the 
net ~6). Then K,, is compact, and so X is a complete ideal of 8. 
Proof. For any net (P,) from 8, it may be assumed, by (2.2) and (2.3.2), 
that (Pa) converges weakly in $& say P, -+ F (w). Then QPa + QF(w) by 
(2.3.3). If Q E 9’ is compact, then Q(P) is T-compact, hence weakly compact. 
Thus, QF E B for all Q E X. Using the fact that K, is the T-limit of the net X 
(see (2.3.7)) along with the T-continuity of multiplication by F (see (2.3.3)), it 
follows that FK,, = +lim{FQ: Q E Xl. So FK,, is a projection since FQ E 9 for 
each Q E X and P is T-closed (see (2.3.8)). Thus, the net (K,P,) converges 
weakly to the projection Kd;. It follows from (3.3) that (KOP,) T-converges to 
K,,F. Hence, K,, is compact. 
5.2. THEOREM. If WE Its is complete and Sp E sca(&‘, W), then the following 
are equivalent. 
(1) 9 is @-compact. 
(2) JZZ’ is Gprecompact (every net in SS? has a O-Cauchy subnet). 
(3) PO(g) is T-compact. 
(4) PO < K,, (PO is compact). 
(5) @ = d 0 K,, . 
Proof. The equivalence of (l), (2), and (3) is immediate from (3.2) and (3.6). 
The equivalence of (3) and (4) follows from the definition of K, . (4) is equi- 
valent to (5) by the definition of PO. 
Let & be the set of all minimal (non-zero) projections in 8. Although not 
needed here, it is shown in [I ; 4.281 that ME A’ iff M = P, for some O-l 
valued p E sca(&)+. Let M,, E 9’ be the least upper bound of J/Y in 9’. Since 
unequal minimal projections are orthogonal. J? is a T-summable family, by 
(2.3.7), and MO = C M where the T-SUm runs over ME A%‘. A! is even sub- 
family summable. Let PO = I - MO . 
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5.3. THEOREM. If WE Its is complete and CD E sca(d, W), then the following 
are equivalent 
(1) @ is purely non-atomic. 
(2) P, is purely non-atomic. 
(3) @=&o P, 
(4) P@ < PII 
(5) CD is P,-continuous. 
Proof. Because CD and P, are equivalent measures by (2.4.3), (1) and (2) are 
equivalent. The equivalence of (3), (4), and (5) follows from (2.4.4) and (2.5). To 
see that (2) implies (4), assume to the contrary that P, is purely non-atomic and 
POMO f 0. Then P,M = M for some ME &‘. So M is PO continuous by 
(2.4.4) and (2.5). H ence, M is nxtomic contradicting the fact, easily derived 
from (2.3.8), that ME sca(d, s(a)). t is wo-valued. The proof will be complete 
if (4) is shown to imply (2). Assume that PQ < P, and that 4 is PO-continuous for 
# E sca(&‘, I’), I’ complete. If a EXZ is an atom for z,G, then &,(b) = $(a n b) 
defines a two-valued sea map I,& on JY. zja is then two-valued on S by (2.3.8). 
P$. and & are equivalent on B by (2.4.3) and (2.5). So P*, is minimal, and 
PbaPo = 0 But #a is clearly $-continuous; whence PbO < Pti < PO < P,, by 
(2.5). Thus P$. = 0 which contradicts $a # 0. 
5.4. COROLLARY. P, is the maximal purely non-atomic projection. 
5.5. THEOREM. w - cl(P,,(&))) = w - cl(P,(B)) = POIO, IJ a convex and 
weakly compact set. 
Proof. The first equality follows from (2.3.8). That P,,[O, I] is convex and 
weakly compact follows from (4.2). Let FE P,,[O, I]. Let p1 ,..., p,, E sea(d). If 
PE 9 can be found so that pi(POP) = p,(F) for i = l,..., n, the proof will be 
complete. Let @ = (12, ,..., fi,) o P,, . Then CD is a sea map on d to complex 
n-space, and @ is clearly Pa-continuous. So by (5.3), @ is purely non-atomic. 
Now apply (4.6) and (4.2) to find P E B such that Q(P) = C&F). Then since 
P,,F = F, it follows that &POP) = P,(F) for i = l,..., n. 
5.6. LEMMA. If WE lcs is complete and CD E sca(d, W), then w - cl(@(&)) = 
w - clpp)) = dqw - cl(B)). 
Proof. The weak continuity of 4 combines with (2.3.8) to give the first 
equality and combines with the weak compactness of w - cl(B) (see (2.2) and 
(2.3.2)) to give the second equality. 
5.7. THEOREM. If WE lcs is complete and 0 E sca(&, W) is purely non- 
atomic, then w - cl(@(&)) = #([O, I]), a convex and weakly compact set. 
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Proof. @ = ~6 o P, by (5.3). So by (5.5) and (5.6), w - cl(@(d)) = 
qw - cl(B)) = &(P,(w - cl(P))) = &(w - cl(P,(B))) = @P,[O, I]) = 
&([O, II), a convex and weakly compact set by (4.2). 
In order that (5.7) coincide with Tweddle’s result [12], it must be established 
that pure non-atomicity and total non-atomicity are the same. 
5.8. THEOREM. If GE sca(&, W) f or complete WE lcs, then @ is purely 
non-atomic ~2 @ is totally non-atomic. 
Proof. Assume Q, is purely non-atomic. Then 1 w* 0 @ / is purely non- 
atomic for all w* E W* since it is @-continuous. So @ is totally non-atomic. 
Conversely, assume j w* 0 @ 1 is purely non-atomic for all w* E W*. According 
to (2.4.2), P@ is the least upper bound in B of all Plw*OQ~ , and so !D is purely 
non-atomic by (5.3) and (5.4). 
Call a projection Q convex if w - cl Q(g) (= w - cl Q(d)) is a convex set, 
5.9. LEMMA. If P < Q in B and Q is convex, then so is P. 
Proof. If P < Q, then w - cl(P(B)) = w - cl(PQ(B)) = PQ(w - cl(p)) = 
P(w - cl(Q(~))) by (5.6). So by the linearity of multiplication by P, P is convex 
if Q is convex. 
5.10. THEOREM. Q E B is convex ;fJQK,, = 0 where K, is the maximal compact 
projection of (5.1). 
Proof. If M is a minimal projection, then M is compact since M(g) is a 
two-element set. But M, is the least upper bound of all such M, and so Me < K,, 
by (5.1). So if QK, = 0 then Q < I - K,, < I - MO = P,, , and Q is convex by 
(5.4) and (5.7). C onversely, assume that Q is convex. Then QK, is convex by 
(5.9). But w - cl(QK,,(B)) =Q(K,,(Y)) since K,,(g) is T-compact, hence 
weakly compact, and multiplication by Q is weakly continuous. So QK, = 0 for 
otherwise Q(K,,(g)) is not a convex set since, for example, it does not contain 
(Q&J/2. 
5.11. COROLLARY. K, = M,. 
Proof. Noted in the proof of (5.10) was that M, < K, . But P,, = I - M,, 
is convex by (5.5). Hence, P,& = 0 by (5.10). So K, ,< Me. 
The next theorem is a summary of the relationship between convexity and 
non-atomicity. 
5.12. THEOREM. Let AI,, be the least upper bound in 9 of the family A 
of all minimal projections (atoms in 9). Then M0 in the r-sum of the family .A’. 
For complete WE lcs and CD E sca(zZ, W), the following are equivalent. 
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(1) @=&+-Ma). 
(2) !#J is purely non-atomic (= totally non-atomic). 
(3) P0 is purely non-atomic. 
(4) P@ is convex. 
(5) w - cl(P,(d)) = P,[O, I], a convex and weakly compact set. 
(6) P,$,<I-II&). 
Proof. That M, is the r-sum of &! is noted in the discussion preceding (5.3). 
The equivalence of(l), (2), (3), and (6) is part of (5.3). That pure non-atomicity 
= total non-atomicity is (5.8). That (4) and (6) are equivalent follows from 
(5.10) and (5.11). The equivalence of (5) with (4) follows from (4.2) and the 
definition of a convex projection. 
In analogy with (5.12), the next theorem is a summary of the relationship 
between the atomicity of @ and @-precompactness of JZZ. 
5.13. THEOREM. For complete WE lcs and 0 E sca(z2, W), the following are 
equivalent. 
(1) @==&Mo. 
(2) @ is purely atomic. 
(3) P, is purely atomic. 
(4) PD(Y) is r-compact. 
(5) P*(9) is weakly compact. 
(6) d is @-precompact. 
(7) 9 is @-compact. 
(8) P@<%. 
Proof. Since M,, = K,, by (5.11), the equivalence of(l), (4), (6), (7), and (8) 
is just (5.2). That (4) implies (5) is clear, and (5) implies (4) by (3.3). By (2.3.8), 
a sea map is two-valued on Jaz iff it is two-valued on 9. So since M,, is the T-sum 
of all atoms in 9, (3) follows from (8). Since @ = & 0 Pa , (2) follows from (3). 
The proof will be complete if (8) is shown to follow from (2). Assume that @ is 
the sum in the topology of uniform convergence on &’ of the family (@J of 
two-valued sea maps. Let P, = P,& for each index 01. By (2.4.3) and (2.5), P, is 
@=-continuous on 9; hence, P, is an atom in 9. So for indices 01 and /3, either 
P, = P, or P,PB = 0. Then, fixing p, @(P,) = C 6, 0 P,(P,) = 2 @e,(P,,) 
where the first sum is over all cx and the second is over those /3’ for which PO = 
Pe, . Thus, the r-continuity of 4 gives @ = C C$ o Pe = 6 0 (C PB) where the 
sum runs over a set of representatives for the equivalence classes of the original 
index set(ar N /3 iff P, = P,). So P, = C Ps < M,, . 
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5.14. THEOREM. Let * E sca(&, W) for complete WE lcs. Let tJa = IJ 0 
(I - MO) and & = $ o M, . Then # = #, + & , both of &, and & are sea, #, 
is purely non-atomic, & is purely atomic, and these properties uniquely determine the 
decomposition. Moreover, #, It & , both of $a and & are $-continuous, #a satisjies 
the equivalent conditions satisjied by the measure CD in (5.12), and & satis$es the 
equivalent conditions satis$ed by the measure @ in (5.13). 
Proof. This follows from (2.6), (5.12), and (5.13). 
5.15. THEOREM. w - cl(x(d)) = w - cl(9) = (I - MO) [O, I] -c M&P). 
Proof. Suppose that P, -+ F (w) for some net (PJ from 8. Then (I- M,,) P, 
-+(I- Mo)F( w and M,P, -+ MJJ (w) by (2.3.3). But M$E M,,(S) since 1 
M,(9) is weakly compact by (2.4.4) and (5.13), and (I - M,,) F E (I - M,,) [O, I] 
by (2.4.4) and (5.12). Hence, w - cl(g) C (I - M,,) [0, I] + M&Y). If 
G E (I - M,) [0, I], then (I- M,,) QU --f G(w) for some net (QJ from .P by 
(2.4.4) and (5.12). So for any P E 8, (I - .M,,) Qa + M,P E 9 for each 01, and 
(I - M,,) Qa + M,P ---f G + MOP (w). Th is establishes the second equality of 
the theorem, The first follows from the fact that & is weakly dense in 9 (see 
(2.3.8)). 
5.16. COROLLARY. Let #, #a, and & be as in (5.14). Then w - cl(#(&‘)) = 
Am 0 + ~SVh dam 4) is a convex and weakly compact set, and &(Y) is a 
compact set consisting of all the subfamily sums of some summable family in W. 
Proof. This follows from (5.6), (5.14) and (5.15). 
6. GENERALIZATIONS 
Let d be a Boolean algebra. If X is its Stone space and & is the algebra of 
clopen subsets of X, then strongly bounded maps on d can be identified with 
strongly countably additive mapx.d since on &, strongly bounded = strongly 
countably additive. Thus, 9(5’(d), W) N sca(&, W) = sb(d, W) for com- 
plete WE lcs. Hence, all the results on sea maps on algebras of sets found in 
preceding sections translate directly without further proof to results on sb maps 
on Boolean algebras. This ease of translation justifies the assumption throughout 
that & is (only) an algebra of sets. 
Also worth remarking is that the main results of the paper remain true if 
complex scalars are replaced by ;ea&scalars. In fact, there is a universal measure 
space over the real scalars, and S(d) is just the complexification of it. 
Finally notice that if l$’ is the completion of WE lcs and Q, E sca(d, W), then 
the results on sea maps remain true for Q, provided that the weak closure of 
@(&) in l@ is a subset of W. Such would be the case where W quasi-complete. 
So there is no essential oss of generality in the assumption that W is complete. 
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